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1
If possible, play music that inspires you to be calm.
This is the time to look inward. Turn off any external
distractions; silence your phone.

2
Close your eyes, taking a moment to “feel” how
different and peaceful it is to have the eyes closed.

3
Take three very slow and deep breaths, trying to fill
the bottom of your lungs. Inhale and exhale slowly.

4
With either hand, take a little bit of tobacco or some
dry herbs—like lavender, sage, rosemary, basil, rose
petals, a combination of all of them, or imagine
them, if you don’t have any. In the Curanderismo
tradition, it is believed that these plants have energy
that can help us communicate more deeply with the
spirit realm, and focus with concentration and a
sense of calm.

5
Place your hand with the herbs at the center of your
chest. This is the area known as the heart chakra.
Take another deep and slow breath.

6
Very slowly, start directing your attention to a high-
energy emotion: love, gratitude, happiness, or peace.

7
Then, also very slowly, start your prayer, being careful
that you genuinely mean what you are saying. If you
are reciting a prayer in another language, make sure
you say it first in your native language and then in
the other language.

8
At the end of each sentence from your prayer, add a
vibration of any of the emotions. Once you feel the
emotions, move them through your body until it is
vibrating. This is a very important step because this
vibration is creating electromagnetic energy that will
help you manifest what you are asking for.

9
Carry on with your prayer until you are done.
Remember not to rush. By the end, your body
should be vibrating, and from there you are going
to send gratitude to the Universe, to the spirits, to
your ancestors, to everyone for hearing your prayer
and making it happen.

10
If you are conducting a ceremony or ritual,
empowering a place or a spiritual tool, asking for
healing, or something similar, you can cup your
hands and transfer all of these beautiful energies
into your hands and into the mixture of herbs.
Then you can offer these herbs by placing them on
your altar (if you have one), placing your hands on
the part of the body that you want to heal, or
offering the herbs to Mother Earth.

11
Finish by staying still for a moment, just feeling this
beautiful energy that you have created.

Comparto esto con humildad, amor, respeto y luz. Que las
enseñanzas de nuestros antepasados estén presentes en ti.
I share this with humbleness, love, respect, and light. May
the teachings from our ancestors be with you,

—Ixtoii Paloma Cervantes, Curandera
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Read Paloma’s full article, “Would you like to
improve your spiritual practices? Intention may

be the key,” in Ofrenda Magazine, Issue 01.
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